Abstract-In this paper, we concentrate on WOM coding for writing equal-bit information twice (WOM2E). We studied the definition and coding solution of WOM2E. We encoded information via a codeword table and found that WOM2E achieved a better WOM-rate. However, the codeword table for large WOM2E cells is difficult to determine. We also introduced the coding sum rate to define the WOM2E efficiency. The sum rate of WOM2E is the sum of the ratios of information bits to the number of cells each time data is written to memory. In order to obtain the maximum coding sum rate, we can utilize more cells. Furthermore, we discover that, as the number of cells in memory increases, the sum rate is perfectly asymptotic to the logarithm. We use Matlab to calculate the upper bound of the sum rate of WOM2E, and find that it has a value of 1.546.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the paper "How to reuse a 'Write-Once' Memory" [1] , Rivest and Shamir proposed the concept of WriteOnce Memory (WOM). WOM consists of a number of binary "write-once" memory elements (or positions), which are termed "cells." The initial state of each cell is 0. During the process of writing information, the content of each cell can be changed only once from state 0 to state 1, i.e., this process is irrevocable. State 0 denotes that the bit value in this cell is 0 and state 1 denotes that the bit value in this cell is 1. The bit value can only increase in WOM.
In practice, because WOM is irrevocable, it is a perfect tamper-proof storage media for preventing original information from being edited [2] . Furthermore, the cost per bit of WOM is very cheap. Thus, it is suitable for an abundance of industrial applications.
However, the "write-once" property might cause unnecessary costs in terms of revising a fraction of cells of WOM. Advances in coding techniques enable us to rewrite WOM several times [3] . Nevertheless, if there are cells with the value 0 in a used WOM, the user may write new information by changing those cells to 1. Consequently, its bit-capacity is much greater than the number of cells in memory.
If a WOM can be written twice, it is termed WOM2. This is the basis of multi-write WOM. Let i R denote the coding rate of the i-th writing operation, so that the WOM2 sum coding rate 12 sum R R R  . If the coding rates 1 R and 2 R are equal, this is known as writing WOM equal-bit information twice (WOM2E). In practice, this is the most important utilization. Hence, we focus on the WOM2E problem.
II. REUSING WOM

A. Multi-time and Two-time WOM
Once a cell's value is 1, it cannot be changed back to 0. Thus, the cell is non-reusable. On the other hand, cells storing a value of 0 after the first writing can be rewritten with new information. Using this method, cells can be reused multiple times (see Figure 1) . The WOM might be rewritten with new information until all the cells are in State 1.
If WOM is only reused once, it is known as WOM2. This is the basis of multi-write WOM. Let us denote the probability of a cell being in state 0 as p. Then, the probability of the cell changing from 0 to 1 is 1 p  [4] . Figure 2 shows the general situation in WOM2. After writing to memory twice, the probability of state 0 is pp  
, and the probability of state 1 is
In the best scenario of WOM2, every cell has changed from 0 to 1 after the two writes. 
B. Two-time Equal-bit Information WOM
In practice, WOM equal-bit information twice (WOM2E) has more advantageous. For example, if the WOM2E is used to store information (including price, date produced, and so on) about one product, the length of this information is fixed for one specific type of product [6] . Thus, it needs to write information with the same number of bits. By its information theory definition, entropy is a measure of the expected value of a random variable. It represents the amount of information before being received. This is also known as information entropy. If we encode the information to a binary source
, the binary entropy is shown in (1) [7] :
In first writing, WOM stores   hp bits. If every cell in memory changes from 0 to 1 after writing to memory twice, i.e., p`= 0 and 1-p`= 1(see Figure 3) , WOM stores the maximum (1-p) bits in second writing. For WOM2E, Figure 4) . The common point in Figure 4 
III. EFFICIENT WOM2E CODE
A. A <4, 4>/3 WOM2E Code
The code table is very important to show how to record binary information t times in WOM. Let us take the first WOM-code construction as an example. This code [1] was designed for the storage of two bits twice using three cells (see Figure 5 ).
Let n denote the number of cells of WOM. Arrays V show the number of codewords. The i-th writing is also called the i-th generation. t denotes the total writing number. Hence, 1 it  . Usually, the WOM2E is described by 12 ,/ V V n  ( 12 VV  ), and it can also be described by 2 / Vn  [8] . For example, a <4, 4>/3 WOM-code represents that we can write 2 2 different kinds of binary code, which implies two bits of information, two times using three cells via the WOM coding. Table I lists the <4, 4>/3 WOM codewords.
X' and X'' are the codewords used for first and second writing respectively. In the first writing, there are four different codewords (see Table II ). These also mean there are four possibilities for saving different data.
After the first writing, there are four possibilities for each existing codewords (see Table III ). The table is then filled by X' and X''. If the second set of information is equal to the first, the value will remain at X' in this line. This is also the value in the first line. Otherwise, the table is filled by X'' derived from the codeword in the first column. Take the third column as an example. After the first writing, this WOM contains the information 001. The first blank presents 000, which is not equal to the information already saved, so this blank is filled by the X'' codeword of 000, which is 111. The second blank present, 001, is equal to the information already saved, so this blank is filled by 001 itself, and so on. Table IV shows a <5, 5>/4 WOM binary information codeword table. Because each possibility has exactly one X' on the first write and one X'' the second time, this kind of encoding is also called "one-to-one" coding.
B. A <5, 5>/4 WOM2E Code
The initial value of a cell is 0000 for a four-cell WOM. On the first writing, the cell can become one of the five different codewords shown in 
C. A <8, 8>/5 WOM2E Code
The five-cell WOM2E is based on the <2, 2>/2 and <4, 4>/3 WOM codes already discussed. WOM2E can be made up of two parts: one part containing two cells and the other containing three. The two cells have two possibilities, and the three cells have four possibilities on each write. Thus, all five cells can have 2 4 8  possibilities on each write.
In Table VII , the bold numbers indicate how the twocell WOM2E encodes, and the other numbers show how the three-cell WOM2E encodes.
The first writing is shown in Table X. For any binary information X, X' is the codeword used in the first writing and X`, X``, X``` and X```` are the codewords used in the second writing. Because there is only one codeword X` in the first writing for each X, but more than one codeword in the second writing, this kind of encoding is called "one-to-many." With the new codeword table, we can find a suitable way to write a five-cell WOM twice with 3-bit information each time (see Table XI ). The second coding 
IV. CODING EFFICIENCY
A. WOM2E Rate
The efficiency of WOM coding can be represented by the code rate, which is also an i-th generation array i R . It can be calculated as the number of information bits, which can also be calculated as 
After the i-th writing, the efficiency of WOM is equal to the sum of the individual rates for each writing (see (3)): 
In "On the capacity of generalized write-once memory with state transitions described by an arbitrary directed cyclic graph" [10] , Fu and Vinck proved that the capacity region of a binary t-write WOM is: 
B. Rate region
In n-cell WOM2E, once one cell is changed from 0 to 1, it cannot be used to write new information. It can be seen as a blocked cell. Let b denote the number of blocked cells after the first write, then the number of cells available for use in the second write is n-b. [13] If is equal to C, it means the cell is fully used after both writings. As for the <4, 4>/3 code, there are a total of 3 28  possibilities with three-cell WOM, half of which are used each time. The value of b is calculated as 1, which can be verified in Table I . If 2 nb  is smaller than C, then for the second write, there are fewer possibilities than the first time. Conversely, if 2 nb  is bigger than C, the second write has more possibilities for writing information.
The same possibilities are required in WOM2E, so we choose a small number between 2 nb  and C as the fixed possibility for both the first and second writing.
In some cases, however, blocking as many cells as possible the first time is not always the best solution. Using Matlab, we can find the WOM2E rate region for 100 n  (see Figure 7 ). In this paper, we studied the definition and coding solution of WOM2E. Furthermore, we concentrated on utilizing WOM2E. We encoded information via a codeword table, and found that WOM2E achieved a better WOM-rate. However, the codeword table for large WOM2E cells is difficult to determine.
We also introduced the sum rate to define the WOM2E efficiency. As the number of cells in memory increases, the sum rate is perfectly asymptotic to the logarithm. We showed the upper bound of the sum rate of binary WOM2 to be 1.585, and proved that the upper bound of the sum rate of binary WOM2E is 1.546. Thus, for each write, the maximum rate is 0.773.
